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In attendance 
Department of Administrative Services 

Melody A. Currey, Commissioner 

 

Members Present 

Pasquale “Bud” Salemi, Chair 

Lou Casolo 

Glenn Gollenberg 

Antonio Iadarola 

John Woodmansee 

 

Members Absent 

Gian-Carl Casa 

 

Other Departmental Representatives 

William Shea, Deputy Commissioner, Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection 

 

Attendance - Staff 

Jeffrey Bolton 

Konstantinos Diamantis 

Daniel Nafis 

Timothy O’Brien 

Craig Russell 

Jenna Padula 

Kermit Thompson 

Meeting business 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Salemi at 1:05pm. 

Agenda Item 1: Commissioner 

Commissioner Melody A. Currey addressed the Council, thanking the Deputy Commissioner Salemi and the 

members of SBPAC and DAS staff for their work on this project. 

 

Agenda Item 2: Seating of new member 
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Glenn Gollenberg, AIA, presented his credentials as an appointment by the Governor to the Council (Appendix 

A: Appointment of Glenn Gollenberg) and was seated as a member. Chair Salemi introduced him to the Council. 

 

Agenda Item 3: Minutes of previous meeting 

A motion (Iadarola) was made to approve the minutes of the February 18, 2015 meeting. 

Motion approved. Gollenberg abstained. 

 

Introductions 

Salemi asked staff in attendance to introduce themselves. 

 

Agenda Item 4: Reports 

Plan Review, Cost Reporting and Change Orders 

Salemi recognized Thompson, who reported on changes in the plan review (Appendix B: Plan Review Process), 

cost reporting (Appendix C) and change order (Appendix D) procedures in the School Construction Grant 

program, including: 

 Replacement of the old PCT process with new emphasis of plan review at the Design Development 

project stage. 

 That that old PCT process involved a code review, duplicating what local code officials were doing. 

 That the old PCT was done after projects were theoretically ready to go to bid, so any significant 

changes needed added time and cost to the projects. 

 That the old PCT took days to complete and months to schedule, while the new Design Development 

Review (DDR) takes part of a day and can be scheduled within a few weeks. 

 The new, earlier PREP meetings, with smaller, less unwieldy, groups, that are sometimes waived 

altogether when everyone on the project team has already recently been to a PREP meeting. 

 That part of the function of the PCT is now at the DDR. 

 That the remaining function of the PCT is now in the Pre-Bid Conformance Review (PCR), which is 

done after the design is complete and has gone through local building, fire, health, accessibility, etc. 

review. Also takes less than half of a day. 

 That DAS has devoted additional resources to the plan review process. 

 That the changes have allowed the Office of School Construction Grants (SCG) to be caught up on plan 

reviews. 

 Revised and reorganized plan review checklists, including other departments’ requirements. 

 That cost reporting has changed, with three cost estimates in UNIFORMAT II, at application, Design 

Development and Construction Documents, and one actual costs report in UNIFORMAT II at project 

substantial completion. 

 That the cost reports are done both to verify cost eligibility and reasonableness and to compile data to 

calculate the Maximum Reimbursable Cost Per Square Foot. 

 That the change order process is the same, but that there is a clearer process for review, with a 

formalized document identifying what is eligible and ineligible. 

 That the change order review backlog has been reduced. 

 

Gollenberg noted his favorable impression of the new DDR as a welcome improvement. 

 

Casolo also noted a favorable experience, having been through the review in his own work. 

 

Thompson noted the additional resources committed by DAS to School Construction Grant plan review, 

including three architects and staff time from the DAS Technical Services office. 

 

Iadarola noted that, with one of his own projects having two phases with two architects, the new checklist system, 

website organization and staff support has been favorable. 
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Salemi noted that the School Construction Grant reporting of final costs is required at UNIFORMAT II, Level 2, 

under guidance from the SBPAC. State Construction Services projects require reporting in UNIFORMAT II, 

Level 3. 

 

Communications 

Salemi recognized O’Brien, who presented communications to SBPAC members since the previous SBPAC 

meeting (Appendix F. Communications.). 

 

Public School Construction Cost Reporting Database 

Salemi recognized O’Brien, who reported on the progress of the Public School Construction Cost Database 

(PSCCD), the web application to be used for cost reporting and the databases and reporting capability to store and 

analyze the school construction cost reporting data. O’Brien reported that: 

 In the course of the work of the consultant under DAS in development of the cost reporting system, it 

was determined to use a web-based data submission system to populate the state databases to store and 

query this data. 

 That the consultant developed this web application for DAS. 

 This web application is presently being integrated into the state’s computer systems. 

 Testing of the application by SCG staff will begin shortly. 

 Testing by outside users will begin thereafter. 

 After development is complete, the web application will be launched publicly, which is expected in early 

2016. 

 Reporting is still being conducted in the Excel spreadsheet template under the original implementation 

of the cost reporting program. 

 The plan is for this data to be imported into the state’s databases, together with the data that will be 

reported through the online system, to enable DAS to have comprehensive data going forward. 

 That this data is useful for individual project reviews by SCG staff, but also is a building block in 

creating the Maximum Reimbursable Cost Per Square Foot required under state law by tracking and 

analyzing the cost of projects in a detailed way. 

 

Salemi noted that the new web application will make it easier to submit cost reports. It will allow for analysis of 

data, for example, the cost to renovate schools built in the 1950s and 1960s versus schools built in the 1970s or 

1980s – costs of code or energy efficiency upgrades.  Public Act 11-51 asked the Council to do research and 

analysis – this is taking things in that direction. 

 

School Construction Grant Forms 

Salemi recognized Russell, who reported that the Office of School Facilities (OSF) has been renamed the DAS 

Office of School Construction Grants (SCG). Russell further reported that the form number system inherited from 

the State Department of Education (SDE) has been refined and expanded by changing the form number prefixes 

from “ED” to “SCG” and organizing the form numbers by number series to be similar to other Construction 

Services forms: 

 Forms beginning “SCG-0”, the “zero series”, for grant application forms that design professionals and 

LEAs are currently familiar with. This series changes the prefix from “ED” to “SCG”, but does not 

change the numbers from the old SDE forms. 

 The “3000 series” are for design phase forms, such as new or updated checklists and plan review 

certifications. 

 The “9000” series are for administrative forms, including letters and other documents submitted as part 

of the plan review process.\ 

The forms with the new numbers are about to be posted on the SCG website. 

 

Site Review 

Russell introduced Bolton, who reported on the implementation for the new SCG-053 form and process 

(Appendix G. Site Review.), including that: 

 The new form reduces the number of signatures that are needed to one. 

 Eliminated requested information that was not really relevant. 
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 Removal of the arbitrary scoring system in the older ED-053 form. 

 Focus on state and federal regulatory issues that have often caused delays and increases in costs to 

address those concerns up-front. 

 The new process provides up front review, preventing problems later in the process, when addressing 

them is more difficult and costly. 

 Roll out of the new system is in progress. 

 Review of completed SCG-053 forms have generally be fast, many in the same day. 

 This has allowed DAS to provide early, technical guidance on issues much as PCBs, environmental site 

assessments, Phase I’s and guidance on other regulatory issues. 

 Information provided to LEAs and towns in the new process and on the DAS website allows them to 

complete the form in-house, rather than being forced to hire outside experts to do so. 

 

Salemi discussed the process improvements and that Bolton and his office have made. 

 

 

Agenda Item 5: Policies 

Salemi recognized Russell, who discussed the revision of legacy School Construction Grant policies, including 

that. 

 In May, 2015, of the SCG participated in a LEAN/Kaizen event to look at the entire School Construction 

Grant process to identify how the process could be sped up, simplified and made more user friendly. 

Many suggestions were consistent with SBPAC Recommendations. 

 As part of this, SCG and the Construction Services Deputy Commissioner and Legal office were tasked 

with reviewing the legacy SDE Bureau of School Facilities policies and procedures, from several 

decades, to make sure they were consistent with current practice, statutes and regulation. 

 The manual of these policies consisted of a collection of 74 documents. 

 These documents were reviewed. 

 8 were found to be policies that are currently relevant and up to date. 

 4 were found to be policies that are currently relevant, but need revision. 

 62 were not policies or procedures – instead being notes and materials leading up to policies, policies 

that are only relevant to SDE or legal opinions that will otherwise be kept on file. 

 These 62 are being taken out of the manual. 

 Work is ongoing to update the relevant policies and post them on the DAS website. 

 

 

Agenda Item 6: Design Guidelines 

Salemi reported on the current status of DAS work on Design Guidelines, including that: 

 Design Guidelines is the more refined policy in fulfillment of the requirement in General Statutes Sec. 

10-292q for the SBPAC to development “model blueprints”. 

 DAS had planned on a consultant to develop Design Guidelines (Appendix H. Design Guidelines.), 

reviewing the Description of Service for this consultancy. 

 However, budget constraints require a new alternative to accomplish this objective. 

 First purpose to provide guidance to designers and LEAs to provide quality school facilities in 

accordance with SDE and School Construction Grants program requirements, with reasonable costs that 

are within the Maximum Reimbursable Cost Per Square Foot, which the Design Guidelines will be a 

building block in setting. 

 Second is to help in strategic planning for school construction in the state. 

 New programs cannot fit in existing spaces. 

 There are cases in which it may be more cost effective to build a new school than to continue renovating 

and old one. 

 Hope is to get work on the Guidelines started as soon as possible 

 

Casolo inquired about the record in previous meeting’s minutes about the Design Guidelines, that, by February 

6th, four RFI responses were received – asking for follow up on the process. Salemi responded that the process 
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proceeded to selection of a firm, but that state budget constraints make funds for this unavailable.  Casolo asked 

about the minutes statement that the consultancy would cost less than $100,000. Salemi responded that interviews 

yielded the decision that the project scope required would be for services of over $200,000. 

 

Casolo asked if consideration would be given to reduce the scope to lower the cost. Padula and Casolo discussed 

this. 

 

Commissioner Currey noted that the difficult state budget imperatives require that the project be done in-house. 

 

Casolo and Salemi discussed possible strategies, including learning from the experience in other states. 

 

Padula noted that the consultant that DAS had chosen from among the submitted proposals was the consultant that 

developed the Ohio design guidelines.  

 

 

Agenda Item 7: Standard Contracts 

Salemi recognized Padula, who discussed having Standard Contracts for School Construction Grant projects, 

including that: 

 There are hundreds of active projects at any given time, with potentially hundreds of unique contracts. 

 DAS has encountered an LEA with multiple different contracts that provide different vendors providing 

the same service – an LEA that did not have recent experience with a major school construction project. 

 General Statutes Sec.10-290f directs DAS to develop standard school construction contracts that LEAs 

may use. 

 DAS recommends a standard system of interrelated contracts that are specific to Connecticut and 

General Statutes Chapter 173. 

 Standard Contracts would standardize the relationships between the different parties involved in each 

school construction project 

 Standard contracts work on the state construction side of DAS administration and in other jurisdictions, 

such as Massachusetts. 

 DAS’s intention remains to develop Standard Contracts in coordination with the Attorney General’s 

office, potentially using an outside consultant, though that is not certain. 

 

Salemi noted that having diffuse contract requirements affects the change order process and that Massachusetts 

requires use of standard contracts on school construction projects. Standard contracts address the state’s need to 

fulfill the requirements of Chapter 173. 

 

Gollenberg noted experience with different contracts in use in different municipalities and the advantage that 

could come from standard contracts, and that AIA would likely welcome involvement in the discussion on their 

creation. 

 

Salemi pointed out that contractors will often offer their own contracts to towns, which could be advantageous, 

but does not serve the needs of the whole process. Standard contracts could be set up so that they could be 

amended by local authorities, but still contain the core needed to comply with Chapter 173. 

 

Iadarola asked if: 

 Standard contracts are designed to reduce fees? 

 Whether it is the intent to have different standard contracts for different kinds of projects? 

 

Salemi stated that it is the intent to have different standard contracts for CMR, GC, CM, etc. projects. Salemi also 

noted that many towns do not have a great deal of experience with large construction processes, that fees are often 

dependent on the scope of services for the project and that standard contracts could create standard scopes of 

service that help with keeping costs down. 
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Casolo noted that his city is starting to adopt AIA contracts with adjustment from project to project, and that a 

special concern is about dispute resolution, which AIA contracts address. 

 

Salemi noted that DAS has been meeting with AIA and others concerning standard contracts, and that it is 

important to assure that the contracts used in school construction protect the building owners and the state. 

 

 

Agenda Item 8: Possible process and procedure changes 

Salemi recognized Diamantis, who thanked Commissioner Currey for the opportunity to be a part of School 

Construction Grants and Construction Services and discussed that: 

 SCG plan review and grants staff work together, including at PREP meetings. 

 Commissioner Currey set a priority to reduce the time for school project review, which is being 

accomplished by reducing the process. 

 The payment process is integrated with plan review – grants staff use the new UNIFORMAT II reports. 

 Coordination with SDE, Public Health and Early Childhood. 

 Legal decisions in particular cases are made more quickly, and SCG sticks with the decisions it provides 

to LEAs – with benefit of the doubt going to moving the process forward.  

 January 1, 2016 is the final move of payment processes from SDE to DAS. 

 Standard contracts would improve the process and reduce costs. 

 

 

Agenda Item 9: Form 050/Capital Asset Management 

Salemi discussed the form 050 process, including that: 

 The only data specifically statutorily mandated to be collected is on custodial supplies and air quality. 

 The other required reporting is more general. 

 In Massachusetts, school districts must submit reports on building maintenance. 

 Connecticut LEAs are already required to create five year capital plans. 

 Many towns do project plans without the context of big picture planning. 

 With 050 reports containing more detailed capital asset information, the SCG049 could be changed into a 

Massachusetts-style “statement of interest”, allowing DAS to determine projects that can get support to 

proceed to schematic design. 

 Connecticut could consider a New York City-style capital asset management plan, including analysis 

based on remaining useful life. 

 The New York City process takes 2 days for a high school and one day for an elementary school. 

 

Casolo noted that Stamford does capital asset planning, and asked how the state would use the data. 

 

Casolo and Salemi discussed the existing 050 reporting. 

 

Gollenberg stated that the greatest value to the state of school capital assessment would be to have predictors for 

state budgeting. 

 

 

Agenda Item 11: Wrap-up and adjournment 

Salemi expressed appreciation to SBPAC members and DAS staff for their work. 

 

Woodmansee moved that the meeting adjourn. 

Motion approved. 

 

Chair Salemi declared the meeting adjourned at 2:50pm. 
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Appendix A: Appointment of Glenn Gollenberg 
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Appendix B: Plan Review Process 
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Appendix D. Cost Reporting. 
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Appendix E. Change Orders. 
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Appendix F. Communications. 
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Appendix G. Site Review. 
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Appendix H. Design Guidelines. 
Part A - Complete Description of Service 

 

A. The new standards will create “Guidelines for School Construction” that should include, at a minimum, the 

following elements: 

a. Space programs (building and site) for various size and configuration of schools at each 

educational level. 

b. Graphic and written descriptions of model learning spaces. 

c. Quality Standards guidelines: this will be both specific in terms of material finishes (including 

Indoor environmental quality) and subjective in terms of developing a narrative of different 

systems and the need for “50 year” buildings and a life-cycle approach to systems selections. 

The guidelines should allow flexibility in response to a district’s needs and recognize and encourage the need for 

“Evolving Learning Environments”. Further, the guidelines need to recognize the School Security Council Standards 

and work in harmony with those guidelines. 

B. In addition to developing the guidelines the selected consultant will develop procedural guidelines to assist 

internal staff in reconciling district educational specifications and plans with the guidelines. 

 

1. Background 
 

C. The new standards will create “Guidelines for School Construction” that should include, at a minimum, the 

following elements: 

a. Space programs (building and site) for various size and configuration of schools at each 

educational level. 

b. Graphic and written descriptions of model learning spaces. 

c. Quality Standards guidelines: this will be both specific in terms of material finishes (including 

Indoor environmental quality) and subjective in terms of developing a narrative of different 

systems and the need for “50 year” buildings and a life-cycle approach to systems selections. 

The guidelines should allow flexibility in response to a district’s needs and recognize and encourage the 

need for “Evolving Learning Environments”. Further, the guidelines need to recognize the School Security 

Council Standards and work in harmony with those guidelines. 

D. In addition to developing the guidelines the selected consultant will develop procedural guidelines to assist 

internal staff in reconciling district educational specifications and plans with the guidelines. 

 

2. Scope of Service 

 

The Contractor shall create guidelines through several working meetings with SBPAC and other DAS 

staff, as needed. After the initial planning meeting, the Contractor will review the state’s existing 

standards and create an outline based on these standards, other data, and staff direction. At the first 

working meeting, the Contractor will work with staff to determine how to proceed from the outline 

and then develop a first draft. The second working meeting will be used to review the first draft with 

revisions being made by the Contractor prior to the third working meeting, which may include a 

presentation to the Council. After gathering final recommendations, the final product will be 

presented at the fourth and final working meeting. Each iteration between meetings may take four to 

six weeks.  
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3. Activities 
 

The Contractor, as directed by DAS and the staff of the SBPAC, shall conduct four working sessions, which 

shall include the final presentation. The Contractor will present an outline, as well as at least two drafts prior to 

presenting the final product. 

 

4. Deliverables 

 

(a) Space programs 

(b) Graphic and written descriptions of model learning spaces 

(c) Quality standards guidelines 

(d) Procedural guidelines 

The guidelines and space programs shall be in a format that can be posted online. 

 

 

5. State’s Responsibilities 
 

DAS shall provide background information on Chapter 173 requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 


